THE ROSE CONTEST

Items needed: Foam poster board, Push pins, Hi-lighter, pen, ruler, and fabric roses (yellow and red)

How to Decorate: Section the board into 1/2 in squares leaving a space at the bottom for members names and contest rules. (To ad zest but not required) Draw a rose on the board with "pale" highlighters (make sure you can see the squares in the background.) Glue small fabric roses onto the end of the push pins. Yellow for KOPS and Red for TOPS.

Contest Rules:

KOPS TOPS
- Weigh in Advance 1 square
- Weigh in
- Stay/meeting Advance 1 square
- Stay/meeting
- Call/write a member Advance 1 square
- Call/write member
- Above goal, within limits Advance 1 square
- Turtle
- Below goal, within limits Advance 1 square
- Loss
- Out of leeway Go back 1 square
- Gain

Winner:
The winner is the one who reaches the top first. Their could be a winner for KOPS and one for TOPS,